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�ើអ�ក�ន�ប់�រម�ណ៍��? ��ល��ល���ងៗមកទិញ
នំចំណី�តូបរបស់អ�ក ពួក���ន��គ��ិច និងមិន�ន
�ង���មួយនឹង�ប៊ូ�� �យ�រ��ពួក�����ច 
ឬមិន�ន�ប៊ូស���ប់�ង��។ ��ះគឺ�ប�����ឈម
ដ៏ធ�ន់ធ�រ ���ះ����គ��ើ��របស់���ង�ច��ើ�យ
ពួក��ឈឺ�ន។

Do you notice children coming to your shop with dirty hands and eating snacks without washing their hands with soap because they 
forget or don’t have access to soap? This is a serious problem as the germs on their hands can make them sick.





�ើងចង់�យអ�កលក់ ដូច�អ�ក���យ� "ជ័យ�ភី 
អ�ម័យ���ត" ���ំភូមិ �ើម��ីផ��ព�ផ��យអំពី�រ�ង�� 
និងជំរុញ�យ���ងៗ �ង���មួយនឹង�ប៊ូ �ល់��ល 
��លពួក��មកតូបរបស់អ�ក។

We want vendors like you to become Hygiene Champions in the village who promote clean hands and encourage children to wash their 
hands with soap when they come to your shop.





�ើម��ី���យ� "ជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���ត" អ�ក���វ�ៀបចំ
ក���ង�ង���មួយនឹង�ប៊ូ �តូបរបស់អ�ក។ 
�ើងនឹងផ�ល់��ាយអ�កនូវធុង�ង�� ��ល�នក��ល
រ�ូមី��ដ៏��ស់���តមួយ និងផលិតផលផ��ព�ផ��យ
����ងៗស���ប់�ក់�ំងក��ងតូបរបស់អ�ក �ើម��ី�យ��
�ំងអស់���ដឹង� អ�ក� "ជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���ត"។
To become a Hygiene Champion you just have to set up a handwashing station with soap at your shop. We will provide you with a stylish 
handwashing bucket with a tap and display materials to put around your shop so everyone can see you are a Hygiene Champion.





អ�កនឹង���វ�នសហគមន៍ ទទួល���ល់អ�ក�� 
"ជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���ត" �ើយអ�កនឹងទទួល�ន
វ����បនប��មួយផង��រ។

You will get recognized by your community as a Hygiene Champion and receive a certificate.





ក��ង�ម� "ជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���ត" អ�ក���វជួយ���ងៗ
ក��ងសហគមន៍របស់អ�ក �យ�នសុខ�ពល� និង�រ�រ 
ពួក��ពីជំងឺ។ ��ល��លអ�ក�ៀបចំក���ង�ង���តូប
របស់អ�ក អ�កនឹង�នមនុស��មកចូលទិញ �តូបរបស់អ�ក
�ន់����ើន�ងមុន។ អ�កនឹង���វ�នអ�កជិត�ង 
�តសរ�ើរ ���ះ�អ�ក�នជួយពួក��។
As a Hygiene Champion, you will help children in your community stay healthy and prevent sickness. Setting up a handwashing station 
will also bring more people to your shop! You will be appreciated by your neighbours for helping them.





អ�ី��លអ�ក���វ��ើគឺ៖
- �ៀបចំក���ង�ង���ក��ងតូបរបស់អ�ក �ក���ង
��ល���ច�ើល�ើញ និង�ក់ទឹក និង�ប៊ូ�យ
���ងៗ��ើ���ស់ ��ៀង�ល់���។
- រ�លឹក���ងៗ�យ�ង���មួយនឹង�ប៊ូ �តូបរបស់
អ�ក មុន��លពួក���ក��ញពីតូប ឬមុន��ល���នំំចំណី។
All you have to do is:
- Set up the handwashing station so it is visible in your shop and maintain it with water and soap for children to use every day.
- Remind children to wash their hands with soap at the station before they leave your shop or eat snacks.



ជ័យ�ភី
ជ័យ�ភី

អ�ម័យ���តអ�ម័យ���ត



�នអ�កលក់���ើន���ត�����ងៗ រ�ក�យនឹងចូលរួម
កម�វ�ធី��ះ។ ផ�ល់�យ���ងៗក��ងភូមិរបស់អ�ក នូវអ�គត
ដ៏ល����ើរ! ���វ�យពួក���ង��នឹង�បូ៊ ��ល��ល
មកតូបរបស់អ�ក!

Many vendors in other provinces are already happy to do this. Give children in your village a better future by making sure they wash 
their hands with soap when they come to your shop!



ជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���តជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���ត
���យ� ���យ� 
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ដូ���ះ �ើអ�កចង់ចុះ���ះក��ង�����ះ �ើម��ី���យ� 
"ជ័យ�ភីអ�ម័យ���ត"  និងជួយសហគមន៍អ�ក�យ 
�នអ�ម័យ��រ ឬ��? 

So would you like to sign up today to become a Hygiene Champion and help your community have good hygiene?






